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Loader

 Loader

Attention!!

Read this manual carefully before installing this device!

Main connection
Before connecting the device to the mains, check if the
mains supply voltage corresponds to the voltage printed
on the type plate of the adapter. If the mains voltage is
different, consult your supplier.

Guarantee
No guarantee can be given if safety regulations are not
followed.

Security
Always disconnect the power supply before handeling
anything inside the device.

Installation
This device has to be installed by authorised personal
only.

Replacing / Empty / Cleaning the banknote reader

   

Remove the stack unit and check if there is a banknote, sticky fluid or dirt in the banknote route. If there is remove it.
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Open the stack unit and check if the notes are properly stacked en if nothing is stuck. Close the stack unit and place it back in

the banknote reader, making sure it is properly secured. You should hear a 'click', if you do not, please check if the plastic bolt

has placed itself correctly in the metal lock as can be seen on the first picture.

Replacing / Empty / Cleaning the coin tester

The coin tester is attached to the front plate, to remove it lightly pull back the plastic flap that holds it into place and remove the

coin tester in the opposite direction in a quarter circulair motion.
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Loader

The part of the coin tester that has the sticker and barcode kan be opened to clean the inside. Remove all the dirt and sticky

fluids. Place the coin tester back in the loader. Only the flatcable should be connected, the white cable attached to the front plate

must not be connected.

Kaart locked

If the loader (or any other terminal) returns the message 'Card Locked', this means that the user will
have removed the card too soon at another terminal, preventing the transaction the be properly
processed. The card will then be locked on any other terminal (including the loader) en will return the
message "Card locked by" "<nnnnnnnnn>" (<nnnnnnnnn> stands for the serial number of the terminal
that has locked the card). The user will have to return to the terminal that locked the card.

If the card is presented again to the terminal, the uncompleted transaction will be completed. Because
of this a user cannot avoid payment.

If the terminal returns the message "Card locked" or "Card blocked" but does not display the nummer of
a terminal then the situation is different. You should call your service provider, this could be Inepro or
one of her dealers.
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 Notes

This area is meant for the reader's notes:




